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技术(Production Technology)；另一种是经营的战略和技术(Strategic Management 







































































































      
 

















The successful experiences of economic development of all countries in modern 
express that as a whole the science and technology progress of the enterprise can 
bring happiness to the human. Therefore, take it as the research object, explore the 
related problem in the course of enterprise’s science and technology progress, 
becoming a hot topic of the economic researcher in modern. Strictly speaking, it 
belongs to the area of the management technique history of the enterprise. 
The first Opium War signed China＇s entrance to the modern society, while 
science and technology progress of the Chinese modern national industry enterprise 
started its history journey. National industry enterprise of the nongovernmental 
business, the governmental business, the government supervised business 
and government-merchant cooperative were established in 1840s, 1860s and 1870s. 
Meanwhile, the state-owned enterprise was the backbone of science and technology 
progress. Advanced Business Science, however, appears in national industry 
enterprises finally. It cost 60 up to 70 years. 
The writer thinks that science and technology progress of the Chinese modern 
national industry enterprise went the way from top to bottom--- the path of 
state-owned enterprises predominance which up to central, province and down to 
barrios. It not only differs from the mode of England, which started from 
nongovernmental business completely, but also differs from the mode of Japan, which 
was demonstrated by “governmental paradigmatic factory” first, then guided by 
nongovernmental business. 
If we scan the Chinese modern national industry enterprise in the principle of 
“the separation of governments and enterprises " in modern times, we will find that it 
is a huge failure and no mistake that the hope of starting and promoting the science 
and technology progress of that are shelled out to state-owned enterprises. Because 
the state-owned business enterprise system is “the united of governments and 
enterprises”, they have no abilities to complete this unprecedented important task. 
This text persists to emphasize the relationship of “win together” or “fail completely” 
in government, nation and enterprises, and the purpose lies in the summary and 














The text is divided into four parts in total: 
《Introduction》includes five sections. 
Section 1《The origin of problems and the significance of research objects》, We 
think there are three concerns in the modern western economics theories: The first is 
how to keep red-blooded of industry enterprise and the entrepreneurs; the second is 
how to build up the control system of the market regulation and mechanisms 
effectively; and the third is how to keep the compulsive and the accuracy of the 
government’s decision. Then these became three economic factors --enterprise, 
government and market. And finally, they turned into the mode of wealth create of 
“big enterprise, small government". The poor and fall behind of modern China 
originated from the lag of science and technology progress and government failure. 
Therefore, taking it as the research object became significant. 
Section 2《The way of study》, We discuss the science and technology progress 
that is the same as the evolvement course of “scientific combined technique" actually. 
There are three forms in practical: the first is pursuing the advanced equipment and 
technology; the second is attracting persons of science and technology and training 
employees; and the third is establishing the homologous Institutional of the firm. We 
can explore the stage of science and technology progress of the Chinese modern 
national industry enterprise approximately from studying the degree of science and 
technology in usual practices. 
Section 3《The definition of “Corporate science and technology” and the problem 
of study》 , Owing to the educational circles lacking authority explanation to 
“Corporate science and technology” currently, the writer defines it to the total of two 
kinds of techniques. One is the production technology; another is the Strategic 
Management of Technology and Innovation. These two kinds of technique means 
appear with four different kinds of management appearances in the enterprise 
development: firstly, it concentrates on “Selling”; secondly, it concentrates on 
"QCD"–Quality, Cost, Delivery; thirdly, it concentrates on "the research 
development"(R&D); and finally it concentrates on “the Resource Integration”. The 
writer thinks the last management’s form is the highest performance in the enterprise 
science and technology. The problem, which this text studies, is based on the 














investigating the resistance and pull of science and technology progress of industrial 
enterprise in modern China.  
Section 4《The academic history review, the research method and the data 
source 》, Concludes the contribution of the technique management history of the 
enterprise that medium western historiography have done. Explain a textual research 
method science and technology of the foreign industrial enterprise a progress 
historical fact to be an object more with the corresponding period, make full use of the 
management theories of the near modern business enterprise to carry on 
comprehensive treatise. And try to give the technology progress process of the 
modern Chinese enterprises a more objective and macro view of judgment. 
Section 5《The difficulty of breakthrough》, Point out four difficulties: Firstly, the 
resource’ technology of Chinese modern business enterprise has done by stimulating 
and pulling in form of western enterprise’ machine business production. But it haven’t 
achieves a statement of innovation by themselves as the quick expand of domestic 
market. Second, the main reason of Chinese modern e organization management 
system and technique spread mode can not produce the success mode with big 
machine industry is coming from a cheap labor market and inner resistance of the 
business enterprise; Then, the modern occupation education organization have strong 
push function to the science and technology progress of the business enterprise; At 
last  the modern government’s “function lack" and “function lag” is also a 
progressive big obstacle of science and technology. 
Chapter 1，《The science and technology model of modern foreign enterprises 
and science and technology elements for the inchoation of modern Chinese national 
industry enterprises》is divided into three sections. 
Section 1《The path of science and technology progress of the modern British 
textile enterprise》, If we view the science and technology progress of the modern 
British business from comparative investigation, it is one path from bottom to top 
which was started from the civil business . The jumping-off point is “ Flying Shuttle” 
which is invented by John Kay, textile worker, in 1733. And then this technique 
causes the invention of the industry machines, such as “Spinning Jenny”, “Water 
Frame” and “Watt Steamer”. It also causes the system invention of the management 














time, It still causes a set of concerning laws of government, such as Exclusive Law 
and Factory Act...etc. Finally it makes the arrival of social revolution of large-scale 
and Industrial Revolutions in England. The writer thinks that it is a model of classic 
“cooperation” between business and government. The textile which was the “strategic 
merchandise” in the British national economy, brought the real meaning of “national 
wealth and people strong" in Britain. 
Section 2《The concussion and stimulation from the science and technology of 
modern foreign enterprises to Chinese national enterprises》, Discusses that the 
science and technology of foreign enterprise with the representative of textile began to 
impact and stimulate Chinese national enterprises intensely. Firstly, it comes from 
machine cotton the foreign enterprise, whose business model is Factory System. 
During this time, “Conventional tariff” between foreign countries and our government 
makes our science and technology progress of Chinese modern enterprises have no 
way to go. Although the export business enterprises grew vigorously,compare with 
foreign goods in china market such as mechanical woven cotton fabric and machine 
equipments, china’s main export goods are low value-added labor intensive products 
such as raw silk and brick tea, though national industry are prosperous at that time, it 
makes again the development of modern technology in china national industries. 
While at the same time, industrial products abroad brought more intuitionistic and 
deep recognize of advanced foreign industry technology to Chinese national 
industries.  
Section 3 Keystone of《The comparison in the progress of science and technology 
of  China’s national modern industrial enterprises and establishing of our national 
business enterprises》is comparing the technology elements between Chinese and 
foreign enterprises such as the difference between company system and family system, 
administration principle, manufacturing method and quantity of invent, expatiating the 
large technology develop gap between Chinese and foreign enterprise, clarifying the 
route of Chinese national industry technology development is leading by the 
state-owned enterprises and from the top to the bottom, which is different with the 
west enterprises. 
Chapter 2，《The progress of science and technology of China’s national modern 














Section 1《The mechanized rush of  our national modern industrial enterprises 
and its disadvantages》clarifies the disadvantages, begin and end of substantialized 
technology sources of modern state-owned and privately owned enterprises. It takes 
“Hanyang Iron Company” for example and point out that officialism is the hard to 
overcome enterprise sickness of Chinese modern national industry enterprises, 
clarifies that lack of governmental support and monopolization of state-owned 
enterprises are the two main reasons lead to small sized and lack of capital modern 
privately owned industry enterprises, even in the most prosperous era. The reason of 
downfall of modern Chinese national mechanical manufacturing industry, which is 
usually regarded as a symbol of state industry technology, lies in the scarcity of 
market demand, that is, national mechanical manufacturing industry lack the motivity 
and pressure of machines renew.  
Section 2《The Hard Transition of management and administration for China’s 
national modern industrial enterprises》, It is discussed in this section why although 
China’s national modern industrial enterprises took off in science and technology 
before 1920s they finally failed to make great breakthrough. The reason lies in the 
traditional apprentice and taskmaster systems deviated original intention as a 
management system and became a hindrance to inter-enterprise management system. 
Their functionary change derived from two restrictive factors-- one is the constraint 
by tradition; and the other is actual effect from seller market. A vicious circle caused 
by apprentice system is closely related to inability of government function and greed 
of those enterprise owners. In addition, the reason of that taskmaster system didn’t 
upgrade to be the Functional Decentralization System is the absence of creative 
concept to China’s national modern industrial enterprises. 
Nevertheless, the apprentice and taskmaster system lasted for a long time in 
China’s modern history because the two systems both showed excellent capability in 
management and administration before the Mass Production System was introduced 
into China. As of beginning of 20th century, domestic market entered into a 30 years 
of Production Orientation age which kept the two systems.  
Chapter 3，《The rising and its motivation of Chinese modern industrial business 
enterprise in science and technology》is constituted by two sections. 














and technology》, Discuss the rising and progress reasons of the Chinese industrial 
business enterprise in science and technology. Which thinks this rising as the pull of 
two kinds of strength. One kind of strength start form 20's in 20 centuries, it think that 
he principle of management regardless in the organized form, producing an 
equipments and producing a technique in Chinese modern industrial business 
enterprise is based on "choose excellent" and  innovation . Which was considered to 
the body of the bear type entrepreneur spirit by some business enterprises . Another 
strength is started from the end of 20's later, especially the pressure of the national sex 
depression of 30's, it also pushed science and technology of Chinese industrial 
business enterprise to progress of rising. 
Section 2《Chinese modern social education organization to industrial business 
enterprise science and technology progressive motivation》, Elaborate that the Chinese 
modern social education organization(also the employable industry education 
organization) is strong strength of pushing science and technology of industrial 
business enterprise. Which Point out in the meantime that some industrial business 
enterprises set up a school, is the matter of “can not help but have to” in fact. 
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